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least exertion prompts the use from time to time of
the most labor-saving medium available.
Money not an invention, but developed by civilization—It grows
with the growth of exchanges—Exchange first of general com-
modities—Then of the more convenient commodities—Then
of coin, whose commodity value comes to be forgotten—Illu-
stration of the American trade dollar—The lessening uses of
commodity money and extensions of credit money—Two ele-
ments in exchange value of metal coin: intrinsic, or value of
the metal itself; and seigniorage—Meaning of seigniorage—
Exchange value of paper money is seigniorage—Use of money
is not for consumption, but exchange—Proprietary articles as
mediae of exchange—Mutilated coins—When lessening metal
value in coins does not lessen circulating value—The essential
being that both represent the same exertion—This the reason
why paper money exchanges equally with metal money of like
denomination

CHAPTER VI.
THE TWO KINDS OF MONEY.
SHewing that one originates in value from produc-
tion and the other in value from obligation.
Money peculiarly the representative of value—Two kinds of
money in the more highly civilized world—Commodity money
and value from production—Credit money and value from obli-
gation—Of credit money—Of commodity money—Of intrinsic
value—Gold coin the only intrinsic value money now in cir-
culation in the United States, England, France or Germany 528